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S3 Balance® Works Wonders, but…
…it is only made of steel. It requires human spirit, innovation, empathy
and an appreciation of research and science to function.
The question is, are you open to new ideas? The passive culture gripping
the American health care system is rampant in senior living and must be
changed to reduce falls and quality of life.
Case in point: seated activity is the primary activity mode, which does not
reduce falls and perpetuates a passive culture.
It’s up to us to work together to change this culture to enhance dignity,
autonomy and power of choice in this vulnerable population.
Let’s answer that call.

Sincerely,

Colin Hoobler, PT, DPT, MS
Founder and Inventor
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This Manual will help guide you on how to properly instruct people on
the S3 Balance® (“S3”) device.
The S3 Program is based on research and biomechanics; some are unique
to S3, others come from established programs. All S3 Movements
enhance balance to prevent falls in a variety of settings. S3 is also a
powerful transfer aide, dramatically reducing strain on staff when
moving a person from bed, chair or wheelchair.
As an S3 instructor, you should:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Understand benefits of S3 and motivate participants
Promote S3 effectively to maximize participation
Teach people how to safely perform S3 Movements
Be familiar with reliable outcome measures to assess progress, and
Recommend progression based on ability

There is no single best method in balance training; this Manual is a guide
to compliment other methods.
Keeping S3 participants safe is top priority. Read this Manual carefully
and pay attention to “key” instructions marked with the S3 logo:

which are crucial to minimize risk to S3 participants and you. The verbal
cues in the Movement description section help keep participants safe
and achieve a therapeutic intensity, thus improving outcomes.
We hope you enjoy using S3!
Colin Hoobler, PT, DPT, MS
CEO

Ann Horinouchi, PT, DPT, BSEE
COO
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ANATOMY OF S3 BALANCE®
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Base

ASSEMBLY
1. Lay out all parts on a level surface:

2. Set base piece on its rubber feet, then insert upright piece into front middle
base tube; be sure that warning sticker and attachment hook are on top:
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3. Insert front handlebar piece into upright bar:

4. Turn top handlebar slightly to one side; insert each handlebar:
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5. Lift front handlebar as a unit up and out of upright; line up bottom of each
handlebar unit with base tubes:

6. Using your knee or an assistant, move front upright bar forward to align with
front handlebar; press down hard. Insert and tighten all 12 screws.
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BALANCE FUNDAMENTALS
S3 Balance® (“S3”) is designed to reverse the alarming trends noted by
the Centers for Disease Control (2014):
• One-third of Americans aged 65+ fall each year
• Every 13 seconds, an older adult is treated in the emergency room
for a fall
• Every 19 minutes, an older adult dies from a fall
• Falls are the leading cause of fatal injury and most common cause
of nonfatal trauma-related hospital admissions among older adults
• Falls result in more than 2.5 million injuries treated in emergency
departments annually, including over 734,000 hospitalizations and
over 26,000 deaths
• The U.S. medical cost of a fall injury to an older adult is over
$35,000
• The total U.S. cost of fall injuries in 2013 was over $34 billion
• The financial toll for older adult falls is expected to increase as the
population ages and may reach $67.7 billion by 2020
Falls not only cause injuries, they also affect quality of life. A growing
number of older adults are afraid of falling and thus limit their physical
and social activities, leading to further physical decline, depression, social
isolation and feelings of helplessness.
Implementing S3 Movements is cost-effective, scalable and
may reduce fall risk dramatically1-17. In group settings, S3
creates much-needed social interaction.
S3 Movements apply techniques which balance research1-17 has shown
may reduce fall risk and improve balance in a variety of settings. People
are living longer with chronic ailments (e.g., Parkinson’s, diabetes and
arthritis), placing them at greater risk of falling. S3 is a sustainable and
cost-effective tool for long-term movement therapy for anybody
considered at-risk for falling. You will also see that S3 is a powerful
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transfer aide that facilitates greater patient balance while dramatically
reducing strain on staff.

PEOPLE AT GREATEST RISK
This group29, 30 includes participants with:
• A history of falls: they are 380% more likely to fall again
• Balance and walking impairments: they are 240% more likely to fall
• Neurological diagnoses, such as stroke, dementia, Parkinson’s
Disease and neuropathy
• Depression and/or other cognitive impairments
• A daily intake of 5 or more medications
People with a slow walking speed appear to be at greater risk of falling
and it may also be an indicator of functional decline. They are likely to
need more help with activities of daily living (ADLs), be hospitalized more
frequently and use a walker23. They are excellent candidates for a fall
intervention program. In fact, some researchers consider walking speed
10

another vital sign after body temperature, pulse, respiratory rate and
blood pressure23.
At first, S3 participants should be monitored to ensure
proper technique and intensity.

There are four balance systems:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vestibular
Somatosensory
Musculoskeletal
Vision

S3 Movements train all systems. The visual system is part of the central
nervous system (brain and spinal cord) and assists with many complex
tasks. It consists of the eyes and associated nerves to and from the brain
and is the focus of S3 continuing education courses available in the
Partners Portal at s3balance.com (password required).
The vestibular system consists of cranial nerve VIII, semicircular canals,
otoliths, utricle, saccule and various central components, such as the
nuclear complex, vestibulocerebellum, brain stem, spinal cord and
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vestibular cortex. The vestibular system is located within the inner ear
and provides immediate feedback to the brain about angular
acceleration (i.e., change in speed) of the head with respect to gravity,
measuring “body relative to earth”26. For example, bending over to tie a
shoe stimulates the vestibular system because the head position is
changing relative to gravity.
Vertigo is a vestibular impairment that can dramatically
affect balance. Participants with this condition should have
their physicians’ approval before participating in exercise.
The somatosensory system is made up of many receptors throughout the
body. Thermoreceptors detect temperature change; mechanoreceptors
report mechanical distortion; photoreceptors are nerve cells found in the
eye and chemoreceptors detect chemical environmental change.
Proprioception is the body’s sense of position and effort needed to move
and is a key system that can be improved with S3 Movement training.
Proprioceptors in skeletal muscle (muscle spindles), joint capsules and
tendons (Golgi tendon organs) tell the brain when muscles are
lengthening by measuring the “body relative to itself”25. For example,
when stretching the hamstrings, muscle spindles in the hamstrings and
Golgi tendon organs surrounding the knee detect the movement and
signal the brain that the hamstrings are near the end of the stretch.
The musculoskeletal system consists of the skeletal muscles, bones,
cartilage, ligaments and tendons.
Consistently training the vestibular, somatosensory and musculoskeletal
systems can lower fall risk by up to 67%2-6. However, every training
program must be continued long-term for lasting benefits.
Occlusion of one balance system causes the body to rely
more on the others. For example, closing the eyes
immediately creates greater demand on to the
somatosensory, vestibular and musculoskeletal systems.
Before participants in the S3 Program close their eyes during
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training, they must touch or grasp the handlebars to be safe
because closing the eyes immediately creates instability.

Some S3 Movements train specific
balance systems more than others.
For example, Leg up (shown) trains
musculoskeletal (especially the hip
muscles) and proprioception systems
more than the visual and vestibular
systems until the head tips, at which
time the vestibular system becomes
more involved28.
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As you become familiar with S3
Movements, you can challenge
specific balance systems using
simple commands. For example,
telling participants to close their
eyes during a Movement targets
the vestibular system28.

Most older adults fall primarily due to incorrect transfer or shift of body
weight24, 25, with falls due to trips (21%), bumps (11%), loss of
consciousness (11%) and slips (3%) being less common24, 25. These findings
and other research show that exercise is the only method proven to
improve balance1-5. When patients know how to properly control their
bodies in space, fall risk drops dramatically23-28.
Walking speed, stride length, walking variability (i.e., inconsistencies in
step landing) and trunk range of motion are all factors that affect fall
risk26, 27. S3 Movements position the body in specific biomechanical
positions in order to strategically target key risk factors. For example:
• Leg Out strengthens the hips to enhance stride length while
maintaining pelvic/trunk control:
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• Leg up lengthens the hamstrings to allow greater stride length
while strengthening the standing leg’s hip and thigh:

• Big step lengthens stride while strengthening the hip:

• Lunge hold strengthens the hips and thighs for improved walking
control:
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PROGRESSION
Over time, S3 participants will improve balance and need to be
challenged to progress. If participants seem uninterested and don’t
slightly “wobble” during a Movement, they need a challenge in order to
improve at a reasonable rate.
Progress participants from a closed, to an open to a floating
grip to induce a controlled “wobble” during a Movement.
This “wobble” means the brain and body are being
challenged to maintain balance, which means progress!
The controlled “wobble” is a self-imposed instability that challenges
balance systems to improve relatively quickly. As stated previously, in
order to be safe, participants must be touching/grasping the handlebars
before a challenge is used.

If floating grip is too easy, progress to:
1. Closing the eyes
2. Look up, to the right, left, down, repeat
3. Cognitive challenges (e.g., sentence completion, spelling words)
16

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Altering base of support (i.e., more narrow, spread front to back)
Increasing resistance (i.e., weighted vest, ankle weights)
Holding a position longer
Increasing repetitions
Using a foam surface with shoes off
Increasing range of motion (do not exceed 50 knee bend in a
squat or lunge, as it exponentially increases knee joint forces31-34)
10. Using a small portable step inside the S3 device
In the Movements section are suggestions on how to make them easier
or harder. For example, if the Big Step Movement seems too easy with a
closed grip, progress to an open grip, then floating grip, to closing the
eyes, to looking up/right/left/down, to cognitive challenges.
Before any Movement change or challenge, participants
must assume one of three safe grips:

1.

Closed grip (SAFE)
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2. Open grip (SAFE)

3. Floating (SAFE, but must be within 1 inch of handlebar)
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Any time the hands are away from the handlebars more than one inch it is unsafe because it
causes excessive instability. Two extreme examples include:

1.

2.

Hands up (UNSAFE)

Hands down (UNSAFE)
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INTENSITY
Intensity refers to how hard a participant is working and is one of the
most important contributors to progress, regardless of participants’
age21. For S3 Movements to be effective, participants must work
relatively hard to achieve a therapeutic benefit (i.e., they should gently
“wobble”). Not working hard enough will slow progress and may be
insufficient to improve balance28. However, working too hard should be
avoided because it can increase fall risk and discourage participants24.
The most important goals of S3 Movements are safety and
enjoyment. Be safe! Always be conservative in your
instructions in order to prevent injury and maintain
motivation, especially if the participant has low exercise
tolerance.
One reliable way to quickly and accurately measure intensity is with the
Borg Rate of Perceived Exertion (RPE) scale22. There are several versions
and each is preferred for different reasons. S3 recommends the 0-10
scale due to its reliability and simplicity20:
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

maximum
very hard
hard
somewhat hard
moderate
light
very light
nothing
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At the beginning of every S3 session with new participants,
announce that you will occasionally ask how hard they are
working and that 10 is maximum, 5 is hard and 0 is nothing.
For example, during the Squat Hold, you can ask participants to hold each
repetition until their effort feels like a 4 out of 10 (i.e., “somewhat hard”)
and then to push up. Ask them to repeat the Movement until they reach
the intensity you want or use a challenge (e.g., close eyes and/or open
grip).
In S3 classes, participants may hold each repetition for different amounts
of time based on their abilities and perceptions of intensity. The
advantage of using RPE is that participants can reliably reach a beneficial
level that’s easy to monitor and track. For example, if participants tell
you they are at a 7 during a Movements, they should wait for others to
complete their Movement or they should start again once they have
recovered. Begin the next Movement after everyone has stopped at
least once to recover.
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CONTRAINDICATIONS
While people with a variety of diseases may benefit from S3, there are
others who should not participate because they could aggravate their
condition. As an S3 Movement instructor, you should be aware of these
conditions.
Before participating in the S3 Movement Program,
participants should be cleared by their doctors for
supervised exercise. If they have not been cleared, they
should sign a medical waiver.
There are two types of contraindications: absolute and relative. Absolute
contraindications are “non-negotiable” because the risk of exercise (e.g.,
death) outweighs the potential benefits. Relative contraindications are
“negotiable” because modifications can allow participation.
Depending on the level of physician involvement (e.g., in acute care
settings), absolute contraindications18 may include:
• Acute cardiac events, such as a heart attack within the last 48
hours
• Recent changes in electrocardiograms, such as significant ST
depression (suggests ischemia)
• Unstable chest pain
• Uncontrolled heart rhythms that cause symptoms
• Symptomatic severe aortic stenosis
• Uncontrolled symptomatic heart failure
• Pulmonary embolus or infarction
• Severe shortness of breath
• Acute thyroiditis
• Recent blood clot
• Acute infection accompanied by fever, body aches or swollen
glands
• Decompensated congestive heart failure
• Uncontrolled hypertension
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Relative contraindications19 may include:
• Left main coronary stenosis
• Moderate stenotic heart disease
• Electrolyte abnormalities, such as hypokalemia and
hypomagnesimia
• Severe arterial hypertension, such as systolic blood pressure over
200 and/or diastolic blood pressure over 110
• Tachydysrythmia or bradydysrythmia
• Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
• Musculoskeletal, rheumatoid or neuromuscular disorders
worsened by exercise or weight bearing activities
• Severe atrioventricular block
• Ventricular aneurysm
• Uncontrolled metabolic disease, such as diabetes, thyrotoxicosis or
myxedema
• Chronic infectious disease, such as mononucleosis, hepatitis, AIDS
• Mental or physical impairment that lead to inability to exercise
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CLOTHING
Participants should wear comfortable clothing that doesn’t restrict
movement or overheat the body. Loose fitting sweats, shorts, t-shirts
and tennis shoes work well although each person’s perception of
“comfort” will vary and should be respected.

S3 Movement participants should wear shoes unless there
are reasons not to, such as during enhanced somatosensory
training on a foam surface3.
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HEIGHT ACCOMMODATION
The inclined handlebars of S3 are intended to accommodate people
between ~4 feet, 8 inches and ~6 feet, 8 inches tall, although people
outside this range have successfully used the device. Taller participants
should stand toward the back of the S3 device and shorter people toward
the front. We recommend that participants bend their elbows between
~80-100 when touching the handlebars, although this isn’t necessary if
participants are comfortable in other ranges. Generally, if the elbow
angle is greater than 100, they should move back; if less than 80, move
forward. They can also flex the shoulders for a comfortable position.

Tall (less elbow flexion)

Not tall (more elbow flexion)
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TRANSFER AIDE
The S3 device is a powerful transfer aide and dramatically reduces strain
on medical staff helping people move from one position to another.
When placed at people’s bedsides, chairs or wheelchairs, they can either
push down on the S3 handlebars or pull themselves up.
If participants prefer to pull themselves up, you must place
one foot on the front of the base before they pull
themselves up in order to prevent the device from
tipping/sliding:

If the device wobbles undesirably during use, try moving it a few inches
in any direction. If it’s still unstable, find the rubber foot that’s not flush
to the ground and turn it counterclockwise until it touches the ground.
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The S3 rubber feet tilt in all directions…

…and adapt to ground contact.

A small amount of device “wobble” is actually beneficial, as
it forces participants to stabilize themselves more than if the
device was still.

MAINTENANCE
The S3 device requires very little maintenance. However, we do suggest
the following schedule to ensure the device functions as intended:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Weekly: wipe down handlebars.
Monthly: wipe down entire device (including wheels, rubber feet).
Every 3 months: tighten all screws and rubber feet screws.
Every 6 months: inspect wheels and safety sticker.

Each S3 device comes with a 5-year warranty to the original buyer. Should
a problem arise, contact S3 via website (s3balance.com).
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MOVEMENTS
S3 Movements can be made easier or harder depending on their
perceived difficulty. If a participant is having trouble, make the
Movement easier; if too easy, make it harder. During a session, you
should quickly decide which challenge (e.g., change grip, open eyes to
make easier, close eyes to make harder) is appropriate depending on the
participant’s limitations and goals.
Detecting participant exertion quickly and accurately is a skill
that takes time to learn. During Movements, pay careful
attention to ensure each participant is in control and works
at an appropriate level of difficulty.

If a participant struggles with a Movement, act quickly to make it easier
by applying one or more of the “Easier” cues listed in this manual. If the
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Movement seems too easy, apply one or more challenges to make it
harder.
Initially, participants may use a closed grip. Explain that in
most cases only a light touch is needed to maintain balance,
although a closed grip is acceptable initially if extreme fear is
felt. Regardless, participants should assume a “safe” grip
position when starting a Movement.

A floating grip is a safe challenge but MUST be within 1 inch of the handlebars

S3 Movements in this manual are categorized as Basic or Advanced based
on the mechanical stress they impose on the body.
A Movement can be made more difficult by adding a
challenge. We recommend progressing as follows for most
Movements: open grip, floating grip, close eyes and look
up. Memorize this progression so you can quickly and easily
modify Movements to match abilities.
29

As you and the participants become familiar with Movements and cues,
performance will improve. Again, you must challenge participants safely
to keep them interested and this must be done safely.
To maintain safety, ask, “How hard are you working?” with
each Movement and respond with an appropriate cue.

Maintain constant dialogue with participants.

A balance “protocol” for optimum results does not exist, as research
shows that balance can improve as long as standing exercise is
performed with adequate intensity. We recommend choosing
Movements that you are comfortable teaching and believe are most
appropriate for participants. For low-level participants, start with Basic
Movements and progress as they demonstrate competence. To assist
you, visit the website’s Partner Portal and review the class videos and
their cue cards.
For Group Therapy, we suggest choosing five to six Movements for a 10to 15-minute class.

30

Basic
Movements
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March
“Lift right knee up high, then left.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: reduce knee lift
AVOID: side-to-side trunk motion
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Feet Together
“Feet together, stand tall.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: set feet apart slightly
AVOID: poor posture, looking down
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Toes Up
“Right toes up, down, then left toes up, down.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look
up
EASIER: don’t lean forward
AVOID: side-to-side trunk motion
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Calf Stretch
“Big step, back heel down.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: short step, back heel up
AVOID: feet turned inward or outward
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Leg Out
“Stand at back of device, leg out to side.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: bend knee of moving leg
AVOID: leading with toes of moving leg
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Reach to the Side
“Reach and lean far to one side.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: raise arm to lower level, lean less
AVOID: pulling on handlebar, trunk rotation
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Leg Up
“Put foot on peg, stand tall.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: bend knee of up leg more
AVOID: bending back knee
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Turn Around
“Turn around, hook foot over peg.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: lean forward
AVOID: arching low back
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Kick Back
“Move leg back with knee straight.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: move leg less
AVOID: trunk and hip motion
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Squat Hold
“Feet shoulder width, feet straight, squat down with hips back,
chest up.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up EASIER:
decrease knee bend
AVOID: knees going inward, forward or bending >50
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Squat Reps
“Feet shoulder width, feet straight, squat down with hips back,
chest up, stand up, repeat.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up EASIER:
decrease knee bend
AVOID: knees going inward, forward or bending >50
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Up On Toes: Both Feet
“Feet straight, hips back, push up onto toes.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: keep hips forward
AVOID: body going forward
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Reach Across
“Turn, reach up with hand to opposite side.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: reduce reach height
AVOID: feet/pelvic motion
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High-5
“Give each neighbor a high-5, pretend if no neighbor.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes
EASIER: fist bump neighbor at shoulder level
AVOID: shrugging
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Posture Stretch
“Stand at front of device, slide hands down handlebars, stand
tall, pull shoulders back.”
HARDER: open grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: stand closer to back of device
AVOID: slouching, looking down
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Shoulder Stretch
“Grab front handlebar palms up, walk back, bend over.”
HARDER: bend over more, straighten elbows
EASIER: bend over less, bend elbows
AVOID: loose grip
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Hip Stretch
“Place outside of foot on peg, let knee fall outwardly.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: don’t tilt knee outwardly as far
AVOID: pelvic motion
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Heel-Toe
“Touch right heel to front left toes.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: place feet next to other foot’s arch (semi-tandem)
AVOID: slouching, looking down
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Heel-Toe Walk
“Go to back of device, walk heel-toe to front, then go back.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: semi-tandem position
AVOID: leaning back, side-to-side motion
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Look Back
“Turn around using handlebars to help.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: shorten turn
AVOID: lower body motion, slouching
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Dip
“Hands on black, bend elbows and knees while leaning forward,
push back up.”
HARDER: close eyes, lower further
EASIER: reduce knee/elbow bend
AVOID: leaning back, elbows going inward
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Leg Up + Head Motion
“Place foot on peg, look up, down, right and left.”
HARDER: place heel on peg with straight knee, open grip→float
grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: bend knees, reduce head motion
AVOID: slouching
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Row
“Grab tubing, stand tall, pull back.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: keep elbow close to trunk
AVOID: shrugging, trunk rotation
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Heel Walk
“Walk on heels to front, walk normally back to start.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes
EASIER: take smaller steps
AVOID: leaning backward, dropping toes down
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Squat Walk
“Face right handlebar, squat, side step left holding squat
position until other side is reached, go back”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes, lengthen strides
(avoid bending knees >50° to minimize knee forces)
EASIER: shorten strides, reduce knee bend
AVOID: trunk rotation, feet close together
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Toe Walk
“Face right handlebar, feet close together, up on toes, side step
left until other side is reached, go back”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: shorten steps
AVOID: feet apart, turning to side
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Flamingo
“Lift knee up high, push up on toes of standing foot.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: reduce knee lift and/or push up on toes
AVOID: bending standing knee, slouching
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One-legged Squat
“Feet shoulder width, squat to 50° (shown), weight on heels,
chest up, close grip, lift one foot off ground 1 inch but keep body
still.”
HARDER: close eyes, move body to opposite side (avoid
bending knees >50° to minimize knee forces)
EASIER: reduce pressure on one foot but do not lift
AVOID: knee collapsing inward or forward
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Rotator Cuff
“Grab tubing, stand tall, shoulders back, bend elbow to 90°,
move hand outwardly, keep elbow still, return to start”
HARDER: close eyes, use band with more resistance
EASIER: use easier band with less resistance
AVOID: straightening elbow, moving shoulder blade
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Big Step
“Stand at back of device, take a BIG step, freeze.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: shorten stride
MINIMIZE: slouching
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Lunge Hold
“Stand at back of device, big step forward, bend front knee up
to 50°, lean forward slightly.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up (avoid
bending knee >50° to minimize knee forces)
EASIER: shorten stride, reduce knee bend
AVOID: dropping pelvis/leaning to 1 side
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Lunge Reps
“Stand at back of device, big step forward, lean forward
slightly, bend front knee to 50°, straighten front thigh.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up (avoid
bending knees >50 to minimize knee forces)
EASIER: shorten stride, reduce knee bend
AVOID: dropping pelvis/leaning to 1 side
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Calf Raise
“Lift 1 leg in front of you, push up on toes”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: allow body to move forward
AVOID: leaning to 1 side, dropping pelvis to 1 side
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Leg Up + Calf Raise
“Place heel on peg, push up onto toes”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: bend front knee, place bottom of foot on peg
AVOID: bending knee of standing leg, leaning to 1 side
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Leg Up + Rotate
“Place heel on peg, turn head and shoulders”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: bend front knee, place bottom of foot on peg
AVOID: bending knee of standing leg, leaning to 1 side
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Plank
“Stand at back of device, hands on handlebar curve, slowly walk
feet back, elbows and body straight.”
HARDER: close eyes, rise up on toes
EASIER: move feet forward
AVOID: extending spine, bending knees/elbows
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Squat Turn
“Feet straight, shoulder width, squat down as if sitting in a
chair, weight on heels, turn to the right.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes, turn more, (avoid
bending knees >50° to minimize knee forces
EASIER: reduce knee bend, reduce turn
AVOID: knees going forward/inward
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Knee Stretch
“Place foot on peg, lean forward, bend front knee.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: reduce knee bend, forward lean
AVOID: knee touching handlebar, slouching
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Leg Up Sideways
“Turn to side, place heel on peg, toe up, stand tall.”
HARDER: open grip→float grip→close eyes→look up
EASIER: reduce body turn
AVOID: slouching, toe flopping downward
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Side Step
“Turn to the side, take big side step toward device, squat to 50°,
return to starting”
HARDER: open grip→float grip, increase step length (avoid
bending knees >50° to minimize knee forces)
EASIER: reduce side step length
AVOID: knees going inward or forward
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Bicep Curl
“Grab tubing, stand tall, shoulders back, bend elbow, keep
shoulder still, return to start”
HARDER: close eyes, use band with more resistance
EASIER: use easier band with less resistance
AVOID: moving shoulder blade
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S3 Balance® is extremely versatile. There are numerous Movements not
included in this Manual that should be used with participants. For
example, the device provides stability for participants in Tai Chi or yoga
programs by reducing their risk of falling (videos available in Partners
Portal). We strongly encourage creativity, but please stick to the
following to keep everyone safe:
1. Participants must keep their hands in the safe position at all times
2. Keep a chair nearby in case a participant needs a rest
3. Adhere to basic orthopedics to minimize joint forces (e.g., not
squatting/lunging lower than 5031-34, palms up with lat stretch)
4. Always ask participants, “How hard are you working?” to achieve a
safe, therapeutic intensity level (should be around 5 out of 10)
5. Monitor all participants closely so you can make quick adjustments
when needed
6. Adhere to all warnings and recommendations in the S3 Balance®
User and Instructor Manuals.
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GROUPS
A unique benefit of the S3 Movement Program is its effectiveness in
groups. Depression is a common disease among older adults and
enabling them to participate in group balance training can be an
empowering part of treating this complex mental disorder10. To
reiterate, we recommend choosing five to six total Movements for a 10to 15-minute class, which should be therapeutic and not exhaustive for
participants.
Older adults fatigue more quickly than younger ones, which
can increase fall risk41. Therefore, very frail participants
should have a chair nearby during class in case rest is
needed.
SETTING UP
There are 3 options for setting up classes. The Partners Portal is a great
resource for each option.
1. Staff-led: a staff member leads the classes. Pick a video class and
print a pdf of the chosen class.
2. Video-led: participants follow along to one of our video classes.
3. Resident-led (BEST OPTION): a resident teaches the class using a
printed video class.
We recommend starting with staff-led and progressing to video-led and
then resident-led classes. The “gold standard” is resident-led, as
research shows that people learn best from their peers.
The first day of class, called the “launch”, should be treated like a major
event to generate interest. Promote on social media, newsletters,
distribute flyers and make mealtime announcements to inspire people to
“come participate in a new balance class that will help you feel more
stable and reduce fall risk”. The more enthusiastic the announcement,
the more participants! For more information, see the “Launch”
video/document in the Partners Portal.
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Once you’ve chosen the location for the class, you’ll need to position the
devices properly. To move the S3 device a distance of less than five feet,
we recommend the “wheelbarrow” method by tilting it onto its wheels
from inside and rolling it to a desired location:

While the device weighs only 57 pounds and requires 20 pounds to tip
and move, we recommend that only staff and/or high-level residents
move the device. If a resident is interested in learning to move the
device, provide step-by-step hands on assistance.
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To move the S3 device a distance of over five feet, we recommend tilting
it onto its wheels from the front and rolling it. Note the forward heel
must be firmly planted on the ground and a full step in front of the back
foot:

For group classes, we recommend placing the devices close together so
each participant can see the instructor. Here are a couple suggestions:
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Devices should be set up so that all participants can see the instructor;
taller participants should be placed in the back, shorter in front.
If there are enough devices, the instructor should use one to
demonstrate the Movements.
BEFORE CLASS
Before class begins, ask if there are new participants. If there are, please
announce the following:
“For your safety, please follow directions. Move at your own
pace and maintain safe hand position (demonstrate). I’ll ask
you to work at a level between 0-10, where 0 means nothing,
5 means hard and 10 is maximum. If you feel anything is
wrong, stop and let me know.”
If there are no newcomers, smile and ask, “Are you ready?” and start the
music (if applicable).
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DURING CLASS
Monitor everyone carefully and provide feedback promptly. Walk
around the room and look closely at each participant. Pay attention to:
1. Movement
Correct improper movements quickly and continue monitoring.
2. Posture
Correct poor posture and explain that it helps breathing and
spine/shoulder mechanics.

3. Breathing
Everyone should breathe normally to minimize risk of elevating
blood pressure and/or intracranial pressure.
4. Difficulty
If participants are struggling, apply an “Easier” cue for that
Movement to bring them to the desired level. If they continue to
struggle, they should stop and rest for a minute while standing and
holding both hands on the handlebars until ready to continue. If
this break is not long enough, they should sit down until ready to
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continue. If they are still unable to continue, bring them a cup of
water and suggest they try the class later with less intensity.
5. Focus
Help participants use the desired muscle groups for each
Movement by telling them to focus on them. For example, telling
participants to tense their thighs when doing the Squat may help
reduce low back and knee strain.
AFTER CLASS
At the end of class, thank everyone for coming and give one safety tip,
such as:
1. Wear walking shoes when walking
2. Wear eyeglasses while walking
3. Do not go outside if it’s too hot or too cold
4. Carry your I.D. and cell phone before leaving home
5. Set a time during the day to walk and stick to it
6. While walking, look ahead and not down
7. While walking, relax your shoulders and stay as upright as possible
8. Walk at a “normal” pace and avoid shuffling
9. Minimize talking with others while walking
10. Always walk in well-maintained, well-lit areas
11. Walk with a friend
12. Tell someone when and where you’re going for a walk
13. Walk at the mall only during non-crowded times
14. At home:
a. Remove scatter rugs and secure loose carpet
b. Install handrails on your staircases
c. Tape down electrical cords
d. Brightly mark uneven floors
e. Watch out for pets
f. Keep walkways clutter-free
Choose a different tip after each class and ask participants for additional
suggestions.
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After class, suggest to participants that they take a moment
to interact and get to know each other. According to CDC
(2014), this interaction may help facilitate long-term
sustainability for class participation.

After class, remind participants to be careful walking home.
They may be tired and should move more carefully than
usual. Watch participants transition from the S3 device to
their assistive devices and help anyone who seems unsteady.
Encourage everyone to return to the next class by saying, “See you next
time!”. After class, return S3 devices to their proper location, stacking
one inside the other.
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BILLING MEDICARE
This section provides a basic summary of how a facility may be able to
use S3 in group therapy classes and qualify for payment as Medicare
Therapy Services using CPT code 97150 for patients under Medicare Parts
A and B.
Information in this section should not be construed as legal advice.
Contents are intended for general informational purposes only, and
readers are urged to consult their own legal counsel with regard to their
specific circumstances, including the applicability and enforceability of
state and local laws.
The Group Therapy Services Code 97150 is used to pay for outpatient
physical therapy (PT) and occupational therapy (OT) services provided
simultaneously to two or more individuals by a practitioner as group
therapy services. The PT or OT involved in group therapy services must
be in constant attendance, but one-on-one patient contact is not
required.
CPT 97150 is an untimed, service-based code. Therefore, the length of
the class does not matter although S3 classes are typically between 10
and 15 minutes. For example, if a PT teaches an S3 class at a facility and
the class is part of the Medicare-covered treatment for the patient, the
PT may bill a total of one unit of CPT 97150 per patient regardless of the
class length. While an individual evaluation is not necessary before each
S3 class, the PT should assess the patient before class to determine status
and act appropriately. If individual treatment is provided in addition to
the S3 class, the PT may bill for the accompanying therapy provided.
In order for an S3 class to qualify as a covered service under Medicare
payment, three requirements must be met:
1. Participants are Medicare eligible;
2. The S3 class is part of a Medicare-covered plan of care for the patient,
and;
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3. The S3 class is taught by a licensed PT, OT or appropriately supervised
PTA and/or OTA.
Unless the group therapy treatment is already called for in an established
plan of care by a PT or OT, the provider on staff will need to perform an
initial evaluation of the patient and develop a plan of care that includes
balance training. This plan of care requires the dated signature of the
patient’s physician or non-physician (e.g., physician assistant, nurse
practitioner, clinical nurse specialist) within 30 days of its creation, with
recertification needed every 90 days (see 42 CFR 424.24[c][4]).
The therapist must also update the patient file for every therapy session.
For example, noting whether the patient showed up for the session, the
types of exercises performed, time spent performing services and the
patient’s response to the S3 movements would likely be appropriate.
The therapist is also required to complete reassessments at least every
10 treatment days or once during each 30 calendar days, whichever is
less (see CMS Benefit Policy Manual System, Pub 100-002, Transmittal 88,
Chapter 15, Section 230.1).
In a facility setting, the group therapy code may be applied more than
once per day. However, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) have advised that in the “occasional situation” where group
therapy is billed more than once each day, CMS would require sufficient
documentation to support its medical necessity and the clinical
appropriateness of providing more than one daily session of group
therapy.
To reiterate, in order to bill Medicare for any S3 class, it must be properly
supervised by a PT, OT, PTA or OTA, with each provider meeting specific
Medicare personnel qualifications (see 42 CFR 484.4). When an S3 class is
taught by a PTA or OTA, these services are billed through the enrolled PT
or OT (see CMS Manual, supra; 42 CFR 484.4). A PT or OT cannot bill for an
S3 class if it is supervised or taught by an aide or other staff member such
as a nurse.
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It should go without saying that not only must the S3 class be supervised,
but the tending provider must provide some level of clinical expertise
and judgment to the patients such as offering feedback on proper
movement execution and/or performing appropriate progressions of
movements. In other words, some level of “active” instructor
participation is required in order to qualify as a covered Medicare service.
If the facility qualifies as a Skilled Nursing Facility or the therapy is
provided under Plan A, different billing standards apply.
Please consult your own legal counsel for applicable laws to your
circumstances.

World Health Organization. WHO; 2009. [Last accessed on 2014 May 02].
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SKILLED NURSING FACILITIES/HOSPITALS
S3 can be an indispensable tool for PTs and OTs who work in the acute
care setting. Patients who have been cleared for weight bearing
movements can safely and effectively begin their rehabilitation by
standing at the edge of their beds, saving time otherwise needed to
transport them to rehabilitation.
S3 should never be used as an ambulatory device. It is
engineered to be a stationary balance assist only.
The S3 device can be rolled into a patient’s room and placed near the
edge of a bed or chair, allowing the patient to stand and place his/her
hands on the upper or lower handlebars for sit-to-stand:
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The S3 device can be used for supine-to-sit transfers, allowing the patient
to place his/her hands on the upper or lower handlebars:

The S3 device has a working capacity of 600 pounds. Patients at or below
this amount can lean on the device as needed to transfer to standing
from a chair, wheelchair or bedside.
Patients should be encouraged to lean on the S3 device as
little as possible in order to increase neuromuscular
recruitment, muscle strength, bone density and balance.
Always follow directions of the person’s physician.
For easy access, the S3 device should be stored on a clean, level surface.
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OUTPATIENT CLINICS
S3 can be useful in outpatient clinics for those who need balance training.
Ideally, a licensed PT, PTA, OT or OTA sets up and monitors patients
performing S3 Movements to ensure proper technique, safety and
progression.
Medical conditions that may be appropriate for S3 Movements at
outpatient clinics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre- and post-op lower extremity joint replacement
Hip and knee osteoarthritis
Low back pain
Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV)
Stroke
Post-myocardial infarction
Post-lower extremity amputation
Traumatic brain injury
Post-spinal surgery

The footprint of the S3 device is relatively small: 41 inches wide at the
apices of the base, 33.4 inches deep and 40 inches tall.

40 inches
33.4 inches

41 inches
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OUTCOME MEASURES
There are many outcome measures that determine if a balance program is
effective, such as the Berg Balance Scale (14 tasks), Falls Efficacy Scale
(patients rate ability to do 10 ADLs) and Tinetti (nine balance moves).
While these clinical assessments are generally reliable and valid, they are
limited by42:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subjective scales
Measuring only walking speed and not quality
Lack of measurement sensitivity and accuracy
Measuring only a single balance system
Ceiling effects (e.g., designed only for frail elderly)
Lack of correlation with specific interventions for rehabilitation

In addition to these clinical assessments, there are technologies that
measure human movement. The most common are gait mats, motion
capture and force plates.
Gait mats are inexpensive and measure step length and stride width.
However, they are heavy and don’t assess upper body motion.
Motion capture records a person walking with sensors on key joints of
the body. This technology takes more precise measurements of the
entire body compared to other tools, but it’s expensive, takes
considerable space, takes a long time to set up and requires technical
expertise.
Force plates precisely measure a patient’s center of pressure while
standing still to measure amount of sway, but they are expensive and
don’t measure dynamic tasks (e.g., walking, turning).
We recommend outcome measures based on their:
• Reliability (i.e., multiple testers obtain similar results)
• Ability to classify (i.e., reveals fall risk)
• Sensitivity (i.e., reveals improvements/decline over time)
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• Ease of use, and;
• Supporting research.
To potentially strengthen reimbursement (if applicable) and/or support
continuing use of S3, complete an outcome measure before starting the
program and repeat as needed.
Timed Up and Go (TUG) Test35-37, 40
Purpose: to assess mobility.
Equipment: stopwatch, standard armchair and line drawn on the floor 10
feet from the edge of the chair.
Instructions to patient sitting in chair:
When I say, ‘go’, please:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stand up from the chair
Walk to the line on the floor at your normal pace
Turn
Walk back to your chair at your normal pace
Sit back down again

Begin timing at “go”; stop after patient has sat down and record total
seconds. An older adult who takes >12 seconds to complete the TUG is at
high risk for falling.
Observe patient’s postural stability, gait, stride length and sway. Circle
all that apply:
Slow, tentative pace – Loss of balance – Short stride – Little to no arm
swing – Steadying self on walls – Shuffling – En bloc turning – not using
assistive device properly
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) provides a one-page TUG test
assessment sheet at www.cdc.gov/steadi/pdf/tug_test-a.pdf.
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Functional Reach Test38-39
Purpose: to assess static balance
Equipment needed: measuring tape
Instructions:
1. Patient stands with feet shoulder-width apart and one shoulder
flexed 90 with closed fist
2. Record starting position at 3rd metacarpal head
3. “Reach as far forward as you can without moving your feet or
touching the measuring tape”
4. Record ending position of 3rd metacarpal
5. Score determined by assessing difference between start and
end position
6. Three trials are performed and the average of last two is noted
View one of the many YouTube videos featuring the Functional Reach
test.
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